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return (temp);

my $θ = $temp

my $C = 20

my $R = 80

my $L = 110

my $G = 20

my $avg = $C

my $avg2 = $R

while ($avg >= 2) {
  $avg = $avg2
  $avg2 = $R
}

$avg (any 1, avg2)
Syscall handler ()

2 switch RD

0: 

1: 

2: RD = write (R1, R2)

RTI

function in the OS kernel
\texttt{write (R_1, R_2)}

\texttt{? user data from R_1 \& R_2 to move things into protected devices via device drivers}

\texttt{3}
An OS is a set of programs...
Context switches & timers